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Scott Minke and his partners have spent over 22 years in the Technology Sector and formed iTrust IT in 
the Fall of 2007.  The partners worked together in another  technology firm for over 10 years where they 
were responsible for Microsoft and IBM (Mid-range) servers, full network administration, and many 
custom programming projects.  iTrust is currently celebrating their 12th year in business and have 
successfully transformed the company from a pure IT Managed Services Provider to a Managed 
CyberSecurity Solutions Provider.  Their key verticals include Manufacturing, Financial Services, and Real 
Estate.  They are located in Hillwood Commons I caddy-corner to the FAA building in North Fort 
Worth/Alliance. 
 
iTrust IT holds the word “Trust” in the highest regard.  After all, it’s in the company name.  We 
understand that Trust is built over time through relationship-building and when actions are congruent 
with words.  We equate trust to a ladder that you climb one rung at a time with the understanding that 
it only takes one misstep to slide all the way to the bottom—where you will have to start climbing all 
over again with the rungs spaced further apart!  A common saying that we live by is that “Trust is hard 
to earn and easy to lose!”.  Trust is important to CyberSecurity as after all—Technology today often 
touches every part of a business and can be a critical component of its success or failure!  We focus not 
just on the technology stack but also on identifying assets that need protection, training staff members 
to avoid the most common mistakes, and then sitting with the Executive Suite to define policy that 
demonstrates “Due Care”. 
 
Scott has made Fort Worth his home and has been married for 21 years with a son and a daughter who 
attend Central High School—where his wife teaches AP Pre-Calculus. In his spare time, Scott enjoys 
being an assistant Scoutmaster in local Boy Scouts of America Troop 1910—where he advises youth 
from 12-18 years of age including his son Parker—who will soon be an Eagle Scout at age 17.  He also 
spends time with his daughter camping as part of Indian Princesses.  As he expects from the scouts-- He 
holds himself and his company accountable to all the 12-points of the Scout Law—most-importantly the 
first one: 
 

“A Scout is Trustworthy!”     
 


